1- day Classic Hong Kong Tour
http://www.chinaexpeditiontours.com/city-tours/1-day-classic-hong-kong-tour.html
Tour Code: HK01
Length: 1 day
Cities Visited/Stayed:

Hong Kong

Highlight Attractions:

Man Mo Temple, Victoria Peak, Aberdeen, Stanley

Experience &Features:

Man Mo Temple, Victoria Peak, Aberdeen Fishing Village, Stanley Market, Star Ferry,
Avenue of Stars, Clock Tower, Symphony of Lights

Physical Rating:1
Cultural Shock Rating: 1

Itinerary

Day 1: Hong Kong
You will be picked up at your hotel in Hong Kong in the morning and firstly go to visit the[Man Mo
Temple] which was built in 1847, dedicated to the gods, Man (Literature) and Mo (Martial Arts). The
Temple is notable for its many fine, well-polished brass and pewter incense burners.
Then, let’s go to the summit of this metropolis, the [Victoria Peak]. We will take the world's steepest
funicular railway up the peak. Don't miss the views of harbor and Kowloon peninsula from the 373
meter high point. You will have a feeling that the whole world and all the city uproars are under your
eye sight.
After the Victoria Peak, we go to the [Aberdeen Fishing Village] at the Aberdeen Harbor. This harbor
was an old traditional fishing village which is hard to find in other parts of the World. You may gain a
deeper insight of the lifestyle of Hong Kong fishing folks by riding sampan (at your own expenses).
Then we go to the [Stanley Market] which has become a shoppers’ Paradise where you can find a
wide range of souvenirs, clothing, accessories as well as bargain price labels.

After the market, let [take the Star Ferry to Tsimshatsui], Enjoy the magnificent view in the
Victoria Harbor. Once we get off the ferry boat, we will take a 15 minute walk to The [Avenue of
Stars]. En route you will be able to see the old [Clock Tower], which is a landmark from the Age of
Steam and it formed part of the Kowloon-Canton Railway terminus. The Hollywood style Avenue of
Stars features plaques for honored movie celebrities on the walk of fame. It also features milestones
and sculptures about Hong Kong film industry, along with kiosks selling souvenirs. Enjoy dinner at the
Western restaurant which is located at the Avenue of Stars. It is also the best place to see the
[Symphony of Lights].
Meals:

(L)

